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Religious Education (R.E)  

Policy Document 
At Carnagill School, our curriculum is built around the attitudes and values of 

independence, curiosity, aspiration, commitment, kindness, and pride.  Our school motto 

of ‘Inspiring Bright Futures Together’ demonstrates our commitment to developing the 

whole child so that they can succeed in life. Mental health and well-being is a key driver 

in restoring our school community after the disruption of the pandemic.  

 

Intent 
 

At Carnagill School, we believe that the curriculum we offer our children will: 

• Respond to the shifting needs of our changing and diverse community. 

• Have high quality and engaging learning opportunities. 

• Be practical, flexible and provide real life experiences. 

• Develop the whole child – social, emotional, moral, and spiritual development. 

• Promote positive well-being and develop resilience and emotional regulation. 

• Develop an understanding of their place in their community and in the world. 

• Be knowledge and skills based which will prepare the children for life. 

• Create a lifelong love of learning. 

Our curriculum:  
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Intent, Implementation and Impact 

Through our R.E curriculum we aim to deliver a curriculum which is accessible to all and that will maximise the outcomes 

for every child so that they develop lifelong skills and knowledge. 

Religious Education is taught throughout the school in such a way as to reflect the overall aims, values, and philosophy 

of the school. At Carnagill Community Primary School, Religious Education plays an important role, along with all other 

curriculum areas, particularly PSHE, in promoting the spiritual, moral, social, and cultural development of our children. 

Basic Skills and Attitudes across the Curriculum 

The quality of education is underpinned by: 

Basic Skills Attitudes 

Talk 

Vocabulary 

Handwriting 

Spelling and grammar 

Arithmetic (as appropriate) 

 

Independence 

Curiosity 

Pride 

Aspiration 

Commitment 

Kindness 

 

Intent 

At Carnagill Community Primary School, the intent of Religious Education is to: 

• acquire and develop knowledge and understanding of Christianity and other principal religions represented in 

Great Britain. 

• develop an understanding of the influence of beliefs, values and traditions on individuals, community, societies, and 

cultures. 

• develop the ability to make reasoned and informed judgements about religious and moral issues, with reference to 

the principal religions represented in Great Britain. 

• enhance their spiritual, moral, social, and cultural development by:  

1) developing awareness of fundamental questions of life raised by human experience and how religious teaching 

can relate to them  

2) responding to such questions with reference to the teachings and practices of religions and to their own 

understanding and experience  

3) reflecting on their own beliefs, values, and experiences in the light of their study  

• develop a positive attitude towards other people, respecting their right to hold different beliefs from their own and 

towards living in a society of diverse religions. 

Implementation. 

Curriculum design: 

Our school’s curriculum is taught through exciting and engaging topics where children are exposed to a variety of 

engaging stimuli. Within relevant topics, R.E will be taught as a block to ensure children have a learning experience 

focus on depth rather than breadth. Timetables will also be flexible to allow for clear links to be made across subjects.  

Key Question: 

RE lessons will explore key questions about life, in order to find out what people believe and what difference this 

makes to how they live, so that pupils can make sense of religion and worldviews, reflecting on their own ideas and 

ways of living. 

Knowledge: 

Children will gain knowledge that will give them three core aims:  

1. To know about and understand a range of religions and worldviews. 

2. To express ideas and insights about the nature, significance and impact of religions and worldviews. 

3. Gain and deploy the skills needed to engage seriously with religions and worldviews. 

Teaching: 

Lessons will be exciting and engaging. 
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This can be done through a variety of methods e.g. writing, drama, music, dance, art, map work. A chance for 

children to take ownership of their work and show they are independent learners. 

Lessons will be introduced with a ‘key question’ and relevant subject specific vocabulary. 

Activities will be differentiated in line with the children’s needs. 

Opportunities for writing at length will be provided. 

Children will be given opportunities to work independently. 

Effective feedback will be given throughout lessons and children’s work will inform future teaching. 

Vocabulary Development: 

Teachers will introduce subject specific and key vocabulary at the start of each lesson and refer to it throughout the 

lesson and unit. Children will be expected to use this subject specific vocabulary when asking questions, giving 

answers and in written work.  

Impact 

Children will: 

• enjoy learning lots about other religions and why people choose or choose not to follow a religion.  

• be able to make links between their own lives and those of others in their community. 

• develop an understanding of other people’s cultures and ways of life, which they are then able to 

communicate to the wider community. 

• understand how other people choose to live and to understand why they choose to live in that way.  

• Become confident speakers and show tolerance and respect to others when learning about the key faiths of 

the multi-ethnic and diverse population of Great Britain in the modern world.  

 

Expectations 

Year 1 

To understand what it means to belong to a community.  

To know the names of different 

faiths (Christianity, Islam, Judaism) 

To name some of the different 

festivals in the 3 main world 

religions 

(Christmas, Ramadan, Hanukah) 

To recognise and name some places of worship (Church, Mosque, 

Synagogue) 

 

Year 2 

To show respect, understanding, acceptance and tolerance to others.  

To recognise what a sacred place 

is and why they are important to 

people of different faiths. 

To understand some of the world’s 

festivals, faiths and how/why they 

are celebrated. 

To experience real-life chances of asking and answering questions to 

different members of faith communities. 

 

LKS2 
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Give opinion and be aware and show respect for the views and 

opinions of others.  

Learn and understand Christian 

festivals in depth, looking at 

traditions. 

Ask questions about other religions.  

Learn about the traditions, religious buildings, artefacts and Holy Books 

of other religions studied (Islam, Judaism, Sikhism) 

 

UKS2 

Discuss the impact of modern society on religions and diverse Multi-

Ethnic Britain today.  

Consider how facts, beliefs and 

opinions come about and how 

they are interpreted and explained 

to non – believers and believers of 

other faiths.  

Accept a difference of opinion 

from others and discuss and 

debate these ideas in a respectful 

way.  

Name, explain and discuss the world’s religions, celebrations, beliefs and 

practices showing respect of their traditions and religious laws. 

 


